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For outages across the globe, our main goal is ensuring the safety of
MD&A and Customer personnel alike. Relative to the COVID-19 virus,
MD&A has instituted strict, uniform controls for our jobsites, repair
facilities, and offices, to include enhanced disinfecting protocols, use of
face masks and social distancing requirements. Additionally, all visitors
to MD&A facilities and offices are required to answer a questionnaire
and submit to a forehead temperature scan before being granted
access. MD&A remains available to service all of your power generation
needs. For more information contact your MD&A contact directly or reply
to this email. 
 
One call, one source, powerful solutions!
 

Connect with MD&A!

Field Rewind with a Rotor Slot Dovetail Repair
After significant arc damage was found on 320 wedges, a generator field rewind with a
rotor slot dovetail repair was completed by MD&A experts. Repairs involved machining a
relief to both sides of the dove tail, then electrical testing was performed. After all repairs
were completed, a heat run and electrical testing were completed in our high speed
balance facility.

READ HOW OUR EXPERTS COLLABORATED

Fuel Nozzle Services:
Integrated Combustion Solutions (ICS), also known as MD&A Fuel Nozzle Services, is a
worldwide leader in the repair, testing, and manufacture of gas turbine fuel nozzles. Watch
Now and learn more about our advanced engineering expertise.
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Steam Turbine Valve Actuator Diagnostics for
Predictive Maintenance 

Predictive maintenance's cost savings can be substantial! MD&A recently analyzed steam
turbine valve actuator diagnostics to establish a plan for predictive maintenance. This
approach has allowed the customer to optimize their unit’s operational availability while
avoiding unnecessary periodic maintenance and assuring component integrity. 

HOW CAN WE HELP OPTIMIZE YOUR BUDGET?

Meet Our Experts: 
Dean Casey - Machining Services Project Manager
I was raised on a farm in Northern Illinois where I developed a
strong work ethic while holding a job, going to school, and
working on the family farm. After graduating high school, I
went to vocational school where I received a certificate as a
Journeyman tool and die maker. I started my career at MD&A
in 2014 as a machinist in the Machining Services Division and
was promoted to project manager in 2016. Learn More! 

Keith Collins - General Manager, High Speed Balance Facility
I started my career in power generation on the GE®
Apprentice Program in Schenectady NY.  I was fortunate to
come along at a time that many great and knowledgeable
engineers and technicians were late in their careers and
willing to mentor younger engineers.  In 2013 I joined the
MD&A team as part of the construction of the new High Speed
Balance facility. Learn More! 

 

 

 

GET BEHIND THE SCENES WITH OUR EXPERTS

Fuel Nozzle End Cover Insert Life Extension
MD&A experts are able to extend the life expectancy of your fuel nozzle end cover to over
125,000 hours. Our experts can now complete a maximum of 7 insert replacements per
cover. In addition to the new insert replacement, our team also incorporates machining of
the cover to address any warping issues. 
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LEARN ABOUT LIFE EXTENSION

Steam Path Audit Webinar

On MD&A expert, Deborah Cioffi, PE, will discuss the
technical process of conducting a visual inspection of a
steam turbine's steam path. Specifically for identifying and
quantifying deficiencies in thermal efficiency. Join us next
Tuesday to learn how thermal losses translate into
expenses for excess fuel costs and how to find the root
cause of these deficiencies. Register today on Power
Magazine!

REGISTER TODAY!

Connect with MD&A today!
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